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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A complex weather pattern is currently occurring across much of the Gulf of Mexico.  Overnight, a prefrontal trough brought 
showers and thunderstorms to much of the Gulf resulting in a weak wind shift.  This trough has since moved into the eastern Gulf of 
Mexico.  Now a cold front is making its way through the central lease blocks, shifting winds to a northerly to north-northeasterly 
direction.  Winds will steadily increase to 20-25 knots, with near-rough to rough seas across much of the Gulf.  High pressure is 
beginning to build in from the west, which will allow for moderate to fresh southeast return flow to overspread much of the Gulf by 
tomorrow.  Seas will remain moderate to near-rough.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure will remain overspread across much of the Gulf as a weak low-pressure system forms over the Bay of Campeche.  This
will steadily lift northward, bringing fresh to strong winds, near-rough to rough seas, and widespread showers and storms through 
Saturday.  Sunday, high pressure will return allowing for gentle to moderate southeast flow and slight seas of 2 to 5 feet to return.  
A stray shower is possible, but rain chances remain very low through early next week.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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